SKIPVAC®

Powerful performance
that comes recommended
At Gotland it’s our business to solve your dust or material handling
issues through our user-friendly, high suction, vacuum systems.
Our SkipVAC unit was recently put to the test when Severnside Recycling
contacted us for some assistance.
Roy Wilson is the Branch Manager of Severnside’s paper recycling plant
at Kilsyth, midway between Glasgow and Stirling. Following a
recommendation from one of his colleagues at another branch in the
UK, Roy hired a SkipVAC and was suitably impressed with its performance.
“As a paper plant, we’ve a serious challenge with paper dust removal.
The extractors do what they can with airborne pollution, but the SkipVAC
is absolutely first class for removing all the paper waste that builds up in
pits and other places around the site. It was that good, I’ve been telling
all my other colleagues around the UK about it!”
The market leading SkipVac is a powerful yet compact self contained unit
that easily removes waste from dust up to 40mm debris. Its long, flexible
hose gives operators high performance suction power that can get into all
those awkward areas, and the variety of attachments available, such as
crevice nozzles, makes any clean up even easier.
Powered through most 32 amp 3 phase welding sockets, all waste is
efficiently collected into the SkipVAC’s integral 1 cubic metre hopper.
Exceptional filtration levels keep dust contained, making for a cleaner
and safer working environment for your team.

“ The SkipVAC goes where the extractors can’t, and it didn’t
matter whether the waste was dust or debris, or even wet or
dry, the SkipVAC simply sucked it up and into its self-contained
hopper. When the London team heard about it, they actually
came all the way up to Kilsyth to see the SkipVAC and its
performance for themselves. It really is that good!”
The units are fitted with forklift sleeves so can easily be
transported to any area that needs attention. The combined
power pack and filter assembly is mounted on top of a
self-tipping fork truck skip, so when the machine is full it can be
taken to wherever the debris needs to be disposed or recycled.
The SkipVAC units can also be used for powering fixed
pipework vacuum systems around multi-floor sites.
SkipVACS are available for long or short-term hire, or for
purchase, depending on your individual requirements.
Mobile, compact and powerful, the SkipVAC will make small
work out of a big job. See for yourself by calling us today to
arrange a free demonstration.

Check out our website:

...or call us today on:

www.gotland.co.uk

01737 246649

and solve your material handling issues.
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